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SILANE COUPLING AGENTS Introduction The term silane coupling agent generally applies to silicon-containing species capable of forming chemical linkages between dissimilar materials, especially in reinforced polymer composites. The materials to be linked are often organic polymers and inorganic ﬁllers, though silane coupling agents can also be useful with other kinds of ﬁllers and polymers. Small amounts of silane coupling agents, used at an interface, can greatly improve the mechanical properties of composite materials. They may also be used on formed parts as coatings to alter the surface properties of materials, or copolymerized into organic polymers. Silane coupling agents are found in a broad range of applications as varied as metal coatings, dental materials, and contact lenses. The present article is focused primarily on their use in polymer composites, where they are used as interfacial modiﬁers. In their most common form, polymer-reinforced composite materials consist of an organic matrix and inorganic ﬁller (here the term ﬁller will be used in a general sense, and can include reinforcing ﬁbers). The polymer typically forms the continuous phase that protects the ﬁller from environmental damage and holds the composite together. The ﬁller reinforces (improves the strength and modulus) or simply takes up space without degrading the properties of the polymer. The transfer of stresses between the ﬁber and ﬁller is critical in achieving reinforcement. Binary mixtures of polymer and ﬁller can have poor mechanical properties because of poor interactions between them, which result in weak interfaces. These interfaces are often the source of failure in composites through delamination. Failure at interfaces is especially acute in the presence of small-molecule chemical species, such as water. Encyclopedia of Polymer Science and Technology. Copyright John Wiley & Sons, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Given the widespread use of silane coupling agents, there have been a number of papers and reviews that have focussed on their chemistry, application, and effects. The cornerstone of these is the book by Plueddemann (1), which discusses most of the aspects of coupling agent application. A few symposium-based books have also been produced (2), as well as a few reviews (3,4). As Plueddemann points out, in many cases, with the use of the proper coupling agent under the proper conditions, the failure in composite materials no longer takes place at the interfaces between the dissimilar materials.



Chemical Composition and Reactions Silane coupling agents generally have hydrolyzable and organofunctional ends. The general structure of the coupling agents can be represented as X3 SiR where the X represents the hydrolyzable groups that are typically chloro, ethoxy, or methoxy groups. The organo, R, group can have a variety of functionalities chosen to meet the requirements of the polymer. Chlorosilanes are very reactive; the liquids and vapors are extremely irritating to the body. There can be 1–3 X groups and the number of these can alter the way the silane bonds to an oxide surface or to other coupling agents. When the number of X groups are less than three, the remaining groups are replaced by additional (usually nonfunctional) alkyl groups such as methyl. Generally, coupling agents with three X groups are used in composite materials because of their greater stability on surfaces, but there are clearly other applications where it may be desirable to use one or two hydrolyzable X groups. In this report, we will focus on materials with three X groups. This trifunctionality is common for most coupling agents used in composites. It should be noted that there are several generally accepted methods of naming silane coupling agents. No attempt will be made here to apply a systematic approach to the nomenclature (see SILICONES). A few common coupling agents are listed in Table 1 along with their Chemical Abstracts Registry Numbers and chemical formulas. For the species shown, the main differences in the coupling agents are the organo-functional groups. A variety of coupling agent species with different organo groups is available from commercial sources. The choice of the coupling agent is typically based on the surface and the polymer used. It is of utmost importance that the organofunctional group is typically matched to the polymer. Tables of suggested coupling agents proposed for different resins are found in the literature from manufacturers (5) and will not be reproduced here. The ﬁrst step in the application of a silane coupling agent is the hydrolysis of the X groups. Generally water is required and the by-products are HCl or alcohol. The water for hydrolysis, which may be added intentionally, can be found as trace amounts in organic solvents, or can be located on the surface of the ﬁllers. The hydrolysis of the alkyl groups may be acid- or base-catalyzed. In pH-neutral solutions, the reactions of alkoxysilanes can be quite slow. For many of the coupling agents, hydrolysis proceeds with the addition of the coupling agent
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Table 1. Representative Silane Coupling Agents Common name



CAS Registry Number



Formula



3-Aminopropyltriethoxysilane (APS) 4-Aminobutyltriethoxysilane (ABS) N-2-Aminoethyl-3-aminopropyltrimethoxysilane (AEAPS) Vinyltrimethoxysilane (VS) 3-Methacryloxypropyltrimethoxysilane (MPMS)



919-30-2 3069-30-5 1760-24-3



(CH3 CH2 O)3 Si(CH2 )3 NH2 (CH3 CH2 O)3 Si(CH2 )4 NH2 (CH3 O)3 Si(CH2 )3 NHCH2 CH2 NH2



2768-02-7 4369-14-6



(CH3 O)3 SiCH CH2



3-Acryloxypropyltrimethoxysilane (APMS)



160716-45-0



3-Glycidoxypropyltrimethoxysilane (GPS)



2530-83-8



O (CH3O)3SiCH2CH2CH2OCCH O



CH2



(CH3O)3SiCH2CH2CH2OCCH



CH2 O



(CH3O)3SiCH2CH2CH2OCH2CH



CH2



to a solvent (such as acetone) with water and acid (or base). In principle, there are three separate rate constants, one for each of the three X groups. The rates of hydrolysis can be followed by spectroscopic techniques such as NMR or FTIR. Many of the hydrolysis experiments have been reviewed with a special emphasis on how experimental conditions affect the rates of hydrolysis (6,7). Some coupling agents have functional groups that self-catalyze the hydrolysis, such as the amine group in 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane (APS). Amine-functional coupling agents hydrolyze relatively quickly in the presence of water without the addition of acid or base. Following hydrolysis, and in some cases competing with it, is the condensation of the silanols with other silanols or surface species. This typically occurs with the loss of water. Subsequent drying of the material may drive the reaction to completion. The ultimate condensed product of the coupling agents would have a formula RSiO3/2 . These compounds are called silsesquioxanes (8) and are highly cross-linked amorphous polymers. An idealized schematic representation of the resulting structures is shown in Figure 1 for the coupling agent 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane. There are at least three separate hydrolysis reactions (one for each X group) and the condensation of the hydroxyl groups can occur before all three of the X groups are hydrolyzed. Thus, the kinetic scheme for hydrolysis and condensation is very complicated and is often described, not in terms of the individual species, but in terms of the total number of hydrolyzed or condensed groups.



Surface Reactions/Interactions An additional level of complexity is encountered when silanes are added in the presence of solid surfaces. Hydrolyzed or unhydrolyzed coupling agents will interact with a variety of oxide surfaces. Even in the case of metal ﬁllers, an oxide layer is often found at the surface. The presence of water at these interfaces may
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CH2CH2CH2NH2 + CH3CH2OH
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N H



N HO H + H2O H OH O O Si OH H Si Si Si O O O O NH2 Si O H



Fig. 1. Idealized representation of the hydrolysis and condensation of 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane.



be sufﬁcient to hydrolyze the coupling agents. Thus, the addition of “extra” water may not be necessary. Unless the concentration of the coupling agent in solution is very low, the adsorbed species will likely be small oligomers rather than monomers. There will be an attraction due to hydrogen bonding of oxide surfaces and the coupling agent’s silanol groups. The organo group may also be attracted to the oxide surfaces. For example, APS appears to attach itself to oxide surfaces (alumina and silica), ﬁrst via the amine group, then the molecule ﬂips, allowing the silanols of the coupling agent to react (9). Presumably, this is why on iron, fresh ﬁlms of APS can be rinsed off unless they are aged in some way (10). Generally, some kind of aging or heat treatment is required to ﬁx the coupling agent to the surface. An idealized example of the ultimate surface structures formed is shown in Figure 2. It should be noted that the geometry of the surface is such that it is virtually impossible for all three of the SiO bonds on the coupling agent to be attached directly to the silica. Bonding to other coupling agents or dangling hydroxyls is likely. There may be a mixture of physisorbed and chemisorbed species in thicker coupling agent layers. The amount of coupling agent adsorbed on surfaces depends on the conditions present. Under highly controlled conditions and limited hydrolysis from very dilute solutions, “monolayers” may be produced (11). For 3methacryloxypropyltrimethoxysilane (MPMS), it has been estimated that the surface area for the adsorbed molecule, lying ﬂat on the surface and end adsorbed (functional group extending away from the surface), amounted to 55 and 24 ˚A2 , NH2 NH2
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Fig. 2. Idealized structures of 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane (APS) on a silica surface.
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Fig. 3. Adsorption isotherms for 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane in acetone/water mixtures. The two isotherms shown are indicative of the extremes in the measurements made at two different times on the same system.



respectively (12). Occupied areas for other coupling agents with similar structures are similar. For typical treatment conditions, the amount of coupling agent adsorbed depends on the state of the coupling agent in solution. Because of the complexity of the reactions and reaction conditions, this state is often difﬁcult to control with great precision. An example of an adsorption isotherm for solutions with oligomers present is shown in Figure 3 for APS adsorbed onto silica from acetone/water mixtures after washing. The two isotherms shown represent the extremes from a large number of replicate runs on the same system (see ADSORPTION) (7). Interestingly, the amount adsorbed does ﬂatten out and has the shape of a typical polymer adsorption isotherm. The adsorption isotherm measurements had good precision within a single experiment, but maximum adsorbed amounts varied from run to run, possibly because of different levels of hydrolysis and condensation within the coupling agent solution. It was estimated that on average, about 0.65 mmol/ 100 m2 of APS was adsorbed. The individual experimental results ranged between 0.4 and 0.8 mmol/100 m2 . The average amount corresponds to an area of about 25 ˚A2 per coupling agent molecule, which is consistent with the coupling agent molecule standing on end. It is also roughly what one expects for one coupling agent molecule per surface silanol. Silane coupling agents may also be directly used as coatings for a variety of applications (10,13,14). Coupling agents in coatings formulations can be used in either solvent- or water-borne systems, such as clear coats for automotive applications (13,15). Formulations can also be used to impart scratch and abrasion resistance to softer materials such as polycarbonate and poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) (14). Applications of this type allow the use of materials whose bulk properties are desirable because the surface properties can be ﬁne-tuned. Often glass ﬁber or fabric can be treated in a continuous process by passing the glass through a solution (usually less than a few percent) of the coupling agent in a suitable solvent. The coated substrate is then heated and the coating dried and
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reacted on the surface. This process normally puts much more coupling agent (an order of magnitude or more) on the surface than the “oligomeric monolayers” mentioned above. The equivalent of several monolayers may be required for optimal mechanical behavior of the resulting composites (see Mechanisms of Reinforcement). The multilayers (interphase) are likely to be fairly disorganized—more like highly cross-linked polymers than separate highly organized layers, though organized layers can be built with sequential deposition.



Analysis of Coupling Agents The condensation of silanes on oxide surfaces occurs with the loss of water. The reactions, in principle, may be monitored by thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA) or spectroscopic means. The same technique can also assess the thermal stability of the resulting interphase. A TGA trace for 3-acryloxypropyltrimethoxysilane (APMS) condensed onto silica is shown in Figure 4. This analysis was done following an initial heat treatment to remove water and more fully condense the silanols. With a heating rate of 10◦ C/min, the organic portion of the coupling agent volatilizes off the surface between 300 and 600◦ C. At moderate temperatures, such as 100◦ C, the coupling agents are relatively stable. The SiO portions of the coupling agent molecule, along with the rest of the silica, remain intact on the surface (16). Knowledge of the beginning and ending weights provides a reasonable measurement of the amount of coupling agent bound to the surface. In the example below, the mass of coupling agent adsorbed is about 17% of the mass of the treated silica. With the knowledge of the speciﬁc surface area of the silica, the amount of coupling agent adsorbed corresponds to the equivalent of 4.5 monolayers in this case. 100
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Fig. 4. Thermogravimetric analysis of surface-adsorbed 3-acryloxypropyltriethoxysilane on silica.
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Although many forms of surface spectroscopy may be used for the characterization of the reactions of silanols, IR and NMR are perhaps the most informative, but are not reviewed here (3,4,17). Analyses of IR spectra provide a sensitive way of probing the state of the coupling agents from solution to on the surface. FTIR provides several advantages, including speed of measurement and high throughput. It also provides several different ways of probing the interfaces, such as transmission, diffuse reﬂectance, or internal reﬂectance. Some of the details that these studies have uncovered can be illustrated for APS. As early as the 1980s (18), FTIR was shown to identify the presence of internal hydrogen bonding, ring structures, and oligomers of this coupling agent in solution. On the surface, this material may also form ring structures, bicarbonate salts, and other species (11,19). These studies have been used to guide researchers in determining appropriate processing conditions. NMR can be very informative relative to the details of the chemical species produced in solution and on the surfaces. Proton NMR has been used to follow hydrolysis reactions. It is especially easy to follow the alcohol produced. Proton NMR is not as useful in determining the exact nature of the species present during condensation, but silicon-29 NMR is, and it can provide information on the number of different groups attached to the silicon atom. The disadvantage is that the silicon-29 nucleus is not very abundant (4.7%), and so most of the silicon atoms are not NMR-active. For a model compound such as methyltrimethoxysilane, it is possible to identify all the different substituents on the silicon atoms at the early stages of hydrolysis and condensation. The relative amounts of the different components were shown to ﬁt to a statistical model for hydrolysis (20). Solid-state silicon NMR has also been a signiﬁcant aid in the understanding of the reactions of the coupling agent with the surface of the ﬁller. These investigations have been aided by detailed studies of the ﬁllers alone (21). A number of studies have focused on the reactions with surface species and yield a detailed view of the species present, similar to that done for solutions, though with less resolution (22,23). More speciﬁcally, coupling agents with a single R group and three oxygen groups would be given the symbol Ti , with the superscript i denoting the number of O Si species attached to the silicon in question. Thus, a T3 species would represent a fully condensed silane. Under conditions of full hydrolysis, the other substituents would be expected to be hydroxyls. A silicon species with four oxygen atoms attached would be considered a Qi species. Thus, a Q4 would be a fully condensed silicon with no organic substituent. The silicon-29 NMR spectra is shown in Figure 5 for adsorbed and heattreated APMS on a silica surface (16). The spectra were taken with magic angle spinning and cross-polarization (CP-MAS). The clear separation of the T (−50 to −75 ppm) and Q (−90 to −115 ppm) groups is obvious in the spectra. For the 100◦ C heat-treated material, the coupling agent spectrum is dominated by the T3 and T2 species, showing a high degree of condensation. The Q region of the spectrum consists primarily of Q3 and Q4 species. It should be noted that the cross-polarization from protons increases the intensity of the Q3 (surface hydroxyl containing) silicon atoms more than the Q4 species. Upon heat treatment to 600◦ C, the Si-29 NMR spectrum shows the disappearance of the T resonances, and all of the silicon has been converted to Q species. The agreement between silicon NMR and gravimetric analysis is very good.
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Fig. 5. Silicon-29 NMR spectra of 3-acryloxypropyltrimethoxysilane on silica (a) adsorbed and heated to 100◦ C and (b) after heating the sample in (a) to 600◦ C.



Mechanisms of Reinforcement In principle, silane coupling agents can inﬂuence the mechanical properties of composites in several ways (see REINFORCEMENT). Without question, the adsorption and reaction of a silane with the surface changes the properties of the interface (see SURFACE PROPERTIES). The surface energies of inorganic ﬁllers and polymers are likely to be rather different. A comparison of critical surface tensions for some polymers and coupling agent ﬁlms (1,24) shows that the functional groups can vary the surface tension from very low (similar to polytetraﬂuoroethylene) to rather high (close to glass)(24). Indeed, the variation of surface energies and zeta potential with different treatments of the same coupling agent can even be large(25). The use of an appropriate coupling agent should allow the modiﬁcation of a surface so that an organic polymer will wet it. In principle, this should ensure good contact between the polymer and ﬁller at the interface (at least as far as the preparation of the composite is concerned). In addition, the choice of coupling agents with low surface tensions may help exclude high surface tension species (eg water from the interface). In spite of the matching of the surface tension between the polymer and the silane ﬁlm, Plueddemann (26) has shown that when the composites were exposed to water, only reactive silanes gave high strengths in polyester–glass laminates. It seems reasonable to conclude that the presence of chemical bonds is very important for enhanced wet strengths in composites. The binding energy associated with chemical bonds, much greater than other interactions (eg van der Waals forces), is undoubtedly responsible for this effect. It should be noted that surface energy and interactions can still play crucial roles in the production of composites. Many manufactures sell ﬁbers and ﬁllers with a variety of “sizings” deposited on the surfaces for compatibilization with resins and the protection of the ﬁbers during production and handling. These sizings often contain silane coupling agents, and may also contain other chemical species. Discussion with the manufacturers or careful reading of their literature is important for selecting the proper ﬁller with the proper surface treatment for a given application and polymer. Good dispersion of ﬁbers is critical for effective reinforcement and this can be aided by the appropriate surface treatment.
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Fig. 6. Flexural strength of heat-treated and methacrylate coupling agent treated glass-ﬁber/polyester composites. The 2-h boiling-water test approximates longer-term water exposure (1).



In many cases, the mechanical properties of composites are compared for treated and untreated ﬁbers. Generally, the preparation of an “untreated” ﬁber requires the removal of the sizing. Heat treatment is the most practical method of obtaining a bare ﬁber, especially with glass. Heat treatment can be followed with thermogravimetric analysis, which is also a convenient way of estimating how much coupling agent was adsorbed onto the surface, as mentioned previously. An example of the effect of coupling agents in a polymer composite is illustrated in Figure 6, where the strength of a glass-ﬁber-reinforced polyester composite, with and without a coupling agent, is compared (1). Similar results can be found for other mechanical properties and other composite systems as well. It needs to be noted that the actual values of the strength are dependent on a number of parameters such as the amount of coupling agent and ﬁber geometry/content. The changes in mechanical properties are also especially dependent on the nature of the coupling agent. In fact, reductions in strength can be found with certain coupling agents (1). In any case, with the appropriate selection of a coupling agent, the main points are clear. Signiﬁcant improvements can be found in dry strengths, with even more dramatic improvements found under conditions of water ingress. Clearly, the coupling-agent is able to withstand the effects of water. Coupling agents are clearly effective at modifying the interface between the polymer and ﬁllers. As noted by Plueddemann (1), with silane coupling agents, the failure mode of some composites can be altered so that failure no longer occurs at the interface. An example of the reinforcement of the interfaces is shown in Figure 7 for the fracture surfaces of a composite made of 3-AFMS-treated ﬁbers with PMMA (27). The use of the coupling-agent increases the strength of the
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Fig. 7. Fracture surface for glass-ﬁber-reinforced PMMA for (A) untreated ﬁbers and (B) 3-acryloxypropyltrimethoxysilane treated ﬁbers.



composite. The fracture surface for the heat-treated ﬁber shows that the resin and ﬁber separated at the interface between them, resulting in the exposure of bare ﬁber. The ﬁber was pulled out of the resin. In contrast, the coupling agenttreated ﬁber shows a rough interface, with resin attached to the ﬁber, and the implication is that fracture occurred within the resin phase. As previously noted in this section, the presence of a chemical bond is virtually required for improvements in mechanical properties. It is perhaps the most important requirement for enhancement of properties. One factor, not always recognized as important, is the mechanical properties of the adsorbed coupling agent layer. In most ﬁber and ﬁller treatments, the coupling agent layers are the equivalent of many monolayers thick. They can be considered as an interphase. The mechanical properties of the interphase need to be considered in the optimization of the ﬁnal properties. The role of the physical nature of the interphase has been probed by comparing the properties of composites made with two coupling agents, APS and ABS. These two coupling agents have the same functional groups and are similar enough to have the same chemistry. NMR studies have shown that multilayers of each coupling agent on silica form an interphase that is graded in terms of mobility (28). The coupling agents bonded to or very near to the surface of the silica are more rigid than the coupling agents further away from the surface. Lower mobility correlates with a higher modulus and vice versa. Near the silica interface, both adsorbed APS and ABS behave similarly, but away from the surface, the outer layers of ABS are more mobile (lower modulus) than APS. The role that the different dynamics plays is apparent from mechanical property tests. In Figure 8, the critical energy release rate (fracture toughness) of the interphase for epoxy composites is compared. Both ABS and APS improve the properties of the composites over bare glass, but more improvement is found for APS (29). Qualitatively similar results are found for other mechanical property tests. It is believed that the APS interphase provides the best transition from the properties of the glass on one side of the interphase to that of the epoxy on the other. The ABS interphase was believed to be too ﬂexible at the epoxy–ABS interface for optimum properties.
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Fig. 8. Critical energy release rate (fracture toughness) of glass-ﬁber/epoxy composites, with the ﬁbers being heat-treated (bare), and ABS- and APS-treated glass (29).



Application of Silanes in Advanced Materials The silanes need not necessarily be linked to macroscopic ﬁllers to be useful as coupling agents. For example, the ﬁllers used do not necessarily need to be of large size. The use of hybrid materials goes back to the 1950s (15). Silane coupling agents are also useful in the production of organic/inorganic hybrid materials and some nanomaterials. In some cases, silane coupling agents can be used to functionalize nanomaterials made from different core structures. There are a number of ways in which the coupling agent functionality can be incorporated into hybrid materials (8,14). Organic materials can be “embedded” in an inorganic matrix without chemical bonding. Interpenetrating networks may allow continuity of both species simultaneously. Covalent bonding between the two different materials on a nanometer scale can be achieved via coupling agents, which can be copolymerized or grafted with an organic polymer. Depending on the technique of integrating the dissimilar materials, property differences can be obtained in the ﬁnal products. Bridged polysilsesquioxanes are materials that have an organic moiety sandwiched between two silane functional species that can form the silsesquioxane linkages (30,31). These materials are effectively cross-linked by the inorganic moieties. The organo part can be changed readily, but is kept relatively short so that phase separation does not occur. Drying conditions and solvents can have a major effect on the porosity of the products formed, ranging from nonporous to microporous. These materials can have application in sensors, catalysts, optics, and coatings. One ﬁnal class of materials that is being increasingly considered for use in composites is that based on polyhedral oligomeric silsesquioxanes (POSS) (see HYBRID PLASTICS) (8,14,32–34). A variety of different cage structures have been discovered, but more recently the cubic structure is receiving increased attention
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as its production costs are decreased. POSS molecules can be used to reinforce organic polymers with either functional or nonfunctional groups at any or all of the vertices of the cages. With the proper functionality, the POSS molecules can be incorporated into the backbone of organic polymers. With multifunctional reactive POSS species, the POSS material can also be effective as a cross-linking agent. The presence of the POSS in the polymer changes the glass-transition temperature, mechanical properties, and heat resistance. The small size of POSS means that it can be effectively dispersed in the polymer matrix. Clearly, silicon-based building blocks are the foundation of a variety of materials. With other transition-metal species, these building blocks form a basic set of nanomaterials whose applications are still emerging (35,36).
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